
Turning visionary workplace strategy into reality with Atos and Citrix
Mobility is changing fast and Smartphones 
and Tablets are the norm for daily business. 
Wearables, glasses and the Internet of 
Things are rapidly increasing in popularity. 
To keep up with the speed and complexity 
of mobile technologies the integration and 
management of mobile endpoints is key to 
today’s IT strategy. Atos mobility offerings 
empowered by Citrix remove complexity, 
give back control and focus on mobility as 
the game changer for your workforce.

Utilizing the benefit of mobility in a 
secure way has never been so easy and 
complete. Atos provides businesses with a 
comprehensive set of services to integrate 
mobile endpoints into their IT environment 
– quickly, reliably and securely. Atos helps 
our customers empower their mobile 
workforce capabilities, and stay up-to-date 
with the non-stop release of technology 
updates in the mobile world.

Atos mobility Offerings
Eliminate the requirement to have more than one 
device to do daily business, protect resources and 
minimize electric power consumption. We provide 
a diverse innovative, cost efficient and business 
improving service that supports your business.

Atos Enterprise Mobility Management: Based 
on Citrix XenMobile technology, we provide the 
fundamental platform for business application 
mobilization; offering innovative mobile end-point 
integration and end-to-end lifecycle management.

Atos Virtual Workplace: A suite of services using 
Citrix XenApp and XenDesktop, delivers desktop 
and applications to any device from a secure and 
compliant infrastructure. 

Atos Enterprise File Sync & Share: Using 
Citrix ShareFile we offer enterprise-ready file 
synchronization and sharing, keeping full security 
and control for companies IT while giving 
employees access to their data anywhere, with 
any device at any time.

It’s all about service
Meeting business needs and user demands. Your 
company offers a unique and valuable service 
to your customers. It’s likely you have a range of 
tried-and-tested processes and best practices that 
help you to do this. They’re what make you who 
you are as a business. They work, and you need 
your mobile working approach to enable them, 
not hinder them. 

The components of our mobility offerings are 
designed to meet the requirements specific to 
your business and employees. Whether you need 
to put the latest tablet in the hands of your sales 
team, enable your managers to share sensitive 
files while travelling, or roll out the latest corporate 
applications to all employees in record time, we will 
work with you to make it happen.

Atos mobility services offers innovative mobility 
solutions while keeping security, compliance, 
quality and cost at front of mind.

Sustainability
Mobile devices are not only quicker to boot up 
before use, they also have significantly reduced 
power consumption in comparison to standard 
computers. Enterprise Mobility services from 
Atos accommodate BYO scenarios. Enabling 
private usage and isolated, secure company 
data on one device.

optimize 
mobile endpoints   
maximize performance

Atos mobility

 Improved productivity – right 
information at the right time

 Streamlined  processes – react 
faster wherever you are


Lower IT and communication 
costs via transparency and 
control

 Secured mobile data and 
endpoints

Factsheet

Your business technologists. Powering progress 



For more information:
Please contact marketing@atos.net

Look around
The last few years have seen a transformation in 
how and where we work. Collaborative tools like 
file sharing and social media have become the 
norm, and employees want to be able to take 
their work with them wherever they go, even 
those with traditionally desk-based roles. And the 
mobile revolution shows no signs of slowing, as 
technological innovation becomes part of the daily 
routine. 

IT needs to keep up with these changes whilst 
maintaining security, compliance, service quality 
and cost management. Consider how these 
new but permanent situations could challenge 
traditional management models:

 ▶ Every employee is now a knowledge worker. 
From the factory floor to the board room, 
workers need information at their fingertips to 
do their jobs

 ▶ Users’ expectations have changed with the 
consumerization of IT and the rise of bring 
your own (BYO). Employees want a choice 
of devices, and they want a compelling user 
experience

 ▶ Users want to use their device for both work 
and personal applications. The line between 
these two areas is increasingly blurred

 ▶ There is huge diversity in types of devices, 
data and applications across the organization. 
Each must have appropriate support

 ▶ Clients and employees are ready for cloud 
services, and want access from anywhere

 ▶ Social has become the default, even in the 
workplace. Networking platforms fuel greater 
collaboration and productivity

 ▶ Business is done much faster thanks to 
advances in technology and connectivity. 
Employees and clients expect real-time 
responses

 ▶ The trend for business adoption of new 
technology has started with solutions such as 
wearable tech plugged into health insurance

 ▶ The need for security for mobile data and 
application grows due to the fact of increasing 
mobile crime.

Why Atos?
We have more than one thousand mobility 
specialists worldwide with expertise throughout 
the entire mobile IT service chain; from 
consulting, design, and build, through to 
operation, maintenance and a visionary strategy 
for future digital workplace scenarios. We’ve 
delivered Enterprise Mobility solutions since 
2002 and can draw on expertise out of a huge 
number of implementations, including large 
scale, world-wide projects.

We provide continuous service updates in 
line with changing market needs, combining 
hardware, software and services in one great 
mobile offering. Our Atos’ Global Competence 
Centers are ready to implement customer 
specific solutions. 

We work closely with our global strategic 
alliance partner Citrix to leverage an extensive 
technology portfolio, ensuring the delivery 
of world-class solutions that deliver real and 
tangible business benefits tailored to our clients 
markets and sectors.

Why Citrix?
Citrix leads the industry in mobile workspace 
solutions, measuring the value of technology 
by how it benefits people. It’s about what they 
need to do and what they need to achieve. This 
vision inspires Citrix to build mobile workspace 
solutions that give people new ways to work 
better with seamless and secure access to the 
apps, files and services they need on any device, 
wherever they go. Citrix Workspace Suite is the 
most complete, integrated mobility solution 
for helping people and business become 
more productive with an on-demand mobile 
workspace. Citrix enables workers with access 
to all of their applications, data and personalized 
desktops, optimized to meet the security, 
performance, personalization and mobility 
requirements of each individual.

Together
We don’t practice a one-size-fits-all approach. We 
work closely with each customer to identify the 
mobility challenges and priorities that are most 
important to them. Then we help solve them in 
a way that works for everyone in the business.

About Atos
Atos SE (Societas Europaea) is a Global digital 
services leader with 2014 pro forma annual 
revenue of circa € 10 billion and 86,000 
employees in 66 countries. Serving a global 
client base, the Group provides Consulting 
& Systems Integration services, Managed 
Services & BPO, Cloud operations, Big Data & 
Cyber-security solutions, as well as transactional 
services through Worldline, the European 
leader in the payments and transactional 
services industry. With its deep technology 
expertise and industry knowledge, the Group 
works with clients across different business 
sectors: Defense, Financial Services, Health, 
Manufacturing, Media, Utilities, Public sector, 
Retail, Telecommunications, and Transportation.

Atos is focused on business technology that 
powers progress and helps organizations to 
create their firm of the future. The Group is the 
Worldwide Information Technology Partner for 
the Olympic & Paralympic Games and is listed 
on the Euronext Paris market. Atos operates 
under the brands Atos, Atos Consulting, Atos 
Worldgrid, Bull, Canopy, and Worldline.

Delivering the benefits your business deserves!

More benefits
Let your customers and 
employees benefit concerning 
your choice in mobility


Be known as the visionary 
company in your business 
market


Let your customers be part 
of your improved business 
performance

 Become an even more 
attractive employer

 Let employees use their own 
IT equipment in a secure way


Increase productivity by 
employees using common 
mobile hardware and 
processes
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